
Re: Queries regarding Schedule 5 notice [No.1] response: SZC op WDA permit app 
(EPR/CB3997AD/A001) part 2 
 
 
From: NNB Generation Company (SZC) Ltd 
Sent: Thu 19/11/2020 18:13 
 

As explained below I have attached the second batch of surveys from 2012-2013. 
 
Please let me know if it covers what you need. 
 
 
From: NNB Generation Company (SZC) Ltd 
Sent: Thu 19/11/2020 18:10 

 
 
I have attached a table below which hopefully addresses the additional queries regarding point 2 
Schedule 5 notice [No.1]. 
 
Apologies for the missing information in the schedule 5 [No.1] request. We have asked our 
consultants to investigate this and it appears that an error was made in uploading the data, the 
missing surveys are from 2012 and 2013. I need to send these in two batches due to size. The first 
one is attached. I will send the second shortly. 
  
With regards to point number 2, Cefas have provided a key of terms used in ‘Data Manipulation 
Workbooks\Cefas 2014_2017\TR339 Data compilation workbook Cefas 2014-2017.xlsx’shown 
below. Hopefully this will be of assistance.  
  

fldCruiseName 
Sizewell Impingement programme (CIMP) 
followed by sampling year 

fldCruiseStationNumber 
Sequential station number, resets to 0 at the 
start of each new CIMP year 

fldValidityCode 

Sample validity 
  
Valid (V) – valid data used in calculations 
Invalid (I) – often occurs when the bulk sample 
overflows, data not used in calculations 
Additional (A) – deviation to normal sampling 
procedure, the data is valid, but may not be 
used in the final calculations 

fldGearCode 
Internal gear code 
302040102 – hourly sample 
302040203 – 18 hr bulk sample 

fldGearAdditional1 
Sampling date (start of visit) used to identify 
different surveys 

fldGearAdditional2 Number of operational drum screens 

fldPrimeStation 
Prime stations 
Hourly samples (1-6) 
Bulk (7) 

fldDateTimeShot Date and time sample commenced 

fldDateTimeHaul Date and time sample ended 

fldTowDuration Sample duration (minutes) 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
From: Senior Permitting Officer: Nuclear New Build 
National Permitting Service (Part of National Operations) 

Sent: 16 November 2020 23:14 

  
Following the responses we received to the first Schedule 5 [No.1] notice on 03/11/2020, my 
colleagues have begun their review of the submissions.  
  
To date they have identified some issues for which we either require missing data/information to be 
provided, or clarification to be provided on certain points relating to the original response.  We have 
provided specifics on what is required in points 1) and 2) below: 

 
1)     Missing data/information that is required to be provided as part of the first Schedule 5 

notice [No.1] response 
  
Report TR339 (ver 3) states that 128 Pisces surveys were undertaken. However, in the folder 

‘\Raw data\Pisces’ only 114 spreadsheets have been provided. Each spreadsheets appears 

to relate to a single survey.  This suggests data from 14 surveys have been omitted from the 

Schedule 5 notice response.   
  
We therefore require that the missing data/information (14 surveys) is provided to allow us to 

undertake a complete assessment of the first Schedule 5 notice response. We have attached 

a list of the 114 spreadsheet files we received in your Schedule 5 notice response within the 

attachment (SZC WDA permit – Sch 5 [No.1] – Filelist for query 1.txt) in case this assists your 

team in identifying the missing data. Comparison with table 3 in TR339 suggests the missing 

surveys are from 2012 and 2013.  
  

2)     Points requiring clarification following initial review of the first Schedule 5 notice [No.1] 

response 
In ‘Data Manipulation Workbooks\Cefas 2014_2017\TR339 Data compilation workbook Cefas 

2014-2017.xlsx’, please can you clarify the following points: 
  
a)     Please provide an explanation of what each of the field names mean, for example 

‘fldGearAdditional1’ 
b)    It appears that field ‘fldGearAdditional1’ is a unique identifier that may be used to 

distinguish between surveys, please can you confirm if this is the case? 

 
Please let me know if you have any queries regarding the above. 


